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Strengthening Western Extension
In 2006, the Western Extension Directors Association (WEDA) tasked the WRPLC: Western Regional
Program Leadership Committee to identify the characteristics of the metropolitan West and to explore one
or more conceptual models for metropolitan Extension work. Based upon a literature review and an
informal survey of state Extension programs, the WRPLC concluded in its report, Extension in the Urban
West.
:  A common approach to metropolitan Extension education and issue analysis does not exist in the
West
 Little has been published on metropolitan Extension models or how to operationalize them
To address this deficiency WEDA established the Western Center for Metropolitan Extension and
Research in 2014, a multi-university collaboration to increase the internal capacity of Western Extension
programs to address metropolitan issues, and to elevate the stature and value of Cooperative Extension to
external metropolitan audiences. Hosted at WSU by WSU Extension and co-hosted by the Metropolitan
Center for Applied Research and Extension, WCMER’s efforts focus on applied research on best
Extension practices and issues facing metropolitan areas, and professional development for Extension
professionals, in an effort to better aligning programs and program delivery with the needs, issues and
interest of their metropolitan constituency.
Membership
WCMER began with six founding university Extension members. Interest in WCMER’s work and its
benefit to urban Extension, grew beyond the west and by 2019 membership had increased to 11. This
expanded membership has allowed us to broaden our collaborations and reach, and engage in new
projects that advance the knowledge base of Extension work in metropolitan regions across the U.S.
WCMER members
University of Alaska Fairbanks*
University of California*
Colorado State University*
University of Florida
University of Idaho*
Michigan State University

New Mexico State University
University of Nevada Reno
The Ohio State University
Oregon State University*
Washington State University*
(* denotes original members)

Membership in WCMER is open to all Extension organizations at two membership levels, with fees paid
annually. An organizational membership to WCMER extends benefits to all of an institution’s faculty and
staff. Platinum level members each receive a seat on the Advisory Board which sets priorities for
WCMER’s activities.
About our logo
WCMER’s logo represents the traditional and modern faces of Extension and the essential
interdependence along the urban-rural continuum. Created by students in Washington State University’s
Edward R Murrow College of Communication, the WCMER logo features two gold figures: a stalk of
wheat symbolizing Extension’s rural roots, and a skyscraper representing the emergence of urban
Extension. Six smaller buildings depict WCMER’s six founding institutions, each painted in one of their
school’s primary colors. While the logo represents an entity, it ultimately illustrates collaboration –
amongst institutions, across disciplines, and throughout the communities we serve
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WESTERN CENTER FOR METROPOLITAN EXTENSION
AND RESEARCH
The Western Center for Metropolitan Extension and Research (WCMER) is a multi-university
collaboration established by the Western Extension Directors Association to increase the internal capacity
of Western Extension programs to address metropolitan issues, and to elevate the stature and value of
Cooperative Extension to external metropolitan audiences. Since its founding in 2014 we have focused
our efforts on applied research on best Extension practices and issues facing metropolitan areas, and
professional development for Extension professionals, with a goal of better aligning programs and
program delivery with the needs, issues and interest of their metropolitan constituency.
Institutional membership in the WCMER has increased from six founding university Extension members:
(University of Alaska Fairbanks /UAF, University of California/UC, Colorado State University/CSU,
University of Idaho/UI, Oregon State University/OSU, and Washington State University/WSU) to 11 in
2019 with the addition of University of Florida/UF, Michigan State University/MSU, University of
Nevada Reno/UNR, and The Ohio State University/tOSU as platinum members, and New Mexico State
University/NMSU joining as a silver member. This expanded membership has allowed us to broaden our
collaborations and reach, and engage in new projects that advance the knowledge base of Extension work
in our metropolitan regions.

Applied Research Fellowships / Deep Dives
The WCMER established Applied Research Fellowships to increase our capacity
to conduct applied research while also trying to leverage synergistic activity
amongst faculty from multiple member institutions. Referred to as Deep Dives,
these fellowships address complex issues with the intention of creating a
collaborative network that culminates in funded applied research projects,
scholarship and professional development activities.






Ramona Madhosingh‐Hector (UF, 2020) Ramona will address urban Extension professional
development by exploring organizational competencies and related professional development for
administrative leadership. She will also focus additional effort on individual competencies and
needs with an emphasis on coordination with other Extension organizations supporting urban
Extension professional development.
Patricia Townsend (WSU, 2018‐19). Patricia expanded upon the collaborative network
created at the Urban Green Infrastructure Summit in 2018, disseminate results of the summit
through an award winning poster at the National Sustainability Summit + National Extension
Energy Summit, procured NSF funding to plan and host The Next Urban Giants summit in 2019
which produced three scholarly products, and began development of a National Science
Foundation Research Coordination Network proposal.
Julie Fox (tOSU, 2017 and 2019). Julie used the WCMER Promising Practices data base to
catalog existing, and find new opportunities for, professional development targeting the necessary
competencies for urban extension professionals. She developed a training program and three
scholarly publications related to this work. In 2019 she led an Urban Extension Professional
Development Summit – which brought together a diverse group of Extension leaders representing
different subject areas, ECOP regions and JCEP organizations to collectively address core
competencies, and identify a series of next steps that provide a realistic pathway toward achieving
a collective urban Extension professional development system. Julie also hosted a Leading Edge
Dialog at the 2019 National Urban Extension Conference titled Staffing: Preparing the urban
Extension workforce, and authored a subsequent white paper (in progress) documenting outcomes
of that discussion.
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Jody Norman (CSU, 2017). Jody conducted a review and meta-analysis of the WCMER
Promising Practices Data Base created by the first WCMER Applied Research Fellow in 2016,
for best or promising practices of how Extension professionals are engaged in policy work. An
article for the Journal of Extension about this effort is in process.
Dayna Emmons (WSU, 2017). Working under the direction of Dr. Rebecca Sero (WSU),
Dayna helped establish and conduct elements of the WCMER’s three-pronged evaluation system.
Marie Ruemenapp (MSU, 2016). As the first WCMER Applied Research Fellow, Marie
created the WCMER Promising Practices Data Base through an extensive search of existing
published literature relevant to metropolitan extension. The WCMER Promising Practices Data
Base is available to faculty from member institutions at all membership levels. This work was
presented in several venues and supported Marie’s dissertation work.

Projects
The Next Urban Giants – Building Resilience and Equity into Growing
Megapolitan Regions by Greening the Urban Human‐Natural System.
Funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation, this July 2019 workshop
brought together 40 invited experts from across an array of disciplines and sectors.
A product of a WCMER Applied Research Fellowship and the subsequent Urban
Green Infrastructure Summit, The Next Urban Giants identified key challenges
facing megapolitan regions and their adjacent communities and natural spaces,
explored the myriad approaches used to address these challenges, and identified
priority areas that a research network could promote for improving urban systems sustainability. End
products from the conference included a white paper to NSF, a “Green Print” for practitioners to help
them implement material from the conference into their daily work, and a scope of work to inform future
education and outreach products. A peer reviewed synthesis journal article is also in progress. (WCMER
members engaged: UC, NMSU, OSU, WSU)
Well‐Connected Communities
Well-Connected Communities is a partnership between Cooperative Extension
System (CES) and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to drive transformational
change by creating a Culture of Health across 1,000 communities in America over
the next 10 years. Channeling the energy and dynamism of youth, collective
impact grounded in evidence and the expansive CES network of professionals and
volunteers, the community-driven plan will ultimately increase the number of
Americans who are healthy at every stage of life. The WCMER Director, Brad
Gaolach, participated in the planning of the initiative and WCMER was awarded a grant to support
professional development needs of Extension and community-based participants for the first phase of the
project. WCMER co-coordinated WCC’s in-person project orientation; produced topic related webinars
and produced a survey to assess current Extension professional development resources related to WCC
core competencies. (WCMER members engaged: UAF, UC, CSU, WSU)
To respond to the RFA for this project we established a mechanism by which we rapidly identify topicrelated expertise and interest amongst member institutions, called Request for Expressions of
Interest (RFEI). After approximately 2 weeks of promotion, we received 39 responses from 6
member institutions across 12 different content areas. The RFEI was the subject of a NUEC 17
Admin Track presentation.
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Professional Development
National Urban Extension Conference 2019
WCMER was instrumental in bringing the 2019 National Urban Extension
Conference (NUEC) to the West. Held in downtown Seattle, NUEC brought
together more than 380 land grant university professionals and partners from 36
states for a 4-day conference. The conference highlighted strong urban
programming and Extension’s opportunity to support the university-level mission of
our land grant universities. WCMER member faculty and staff played key roles on
the NUEC planning team. The conference featured 129 presentations (including 42
posters), 10 mobile learning workshops across Seattle, and an interactive, new series of six workshops for
Extension administrators titled “Leading Edge Dialogues”. Papers based on each of the Leading Edge
Dialog workshops are currently in progress and will be available in spring 2020. NUEC also included a
post-conference Green Infrastructure planning session and tour, helping to support the Urban Green
Infrastructure Deep Dive (WCMER members engaged: All)
Urban Professional Development Summit
Held in conjunction with the 2019 JCEP Leadership Conference, this by-invitation
summit was the launch activity for the Deep Dive led by Dr. Julie Fox (tOSU). It
built upon NUEL’s National Framework for Urban Extension by bringing together
key individuals working in professional development from JCEP membership
organizations, ECOP regions, NUEL, eXtension, and Journal of Extension to
leverage national Extension network strengths. The summit produced Communication Resources and a
Leading Edge Dialogue at NUEC titled Staffing: Preparing the Urban Extension Workforce. Next steps
included continued collaboration with the JCEP board and with two NUEL and eXtension fellows: one
developing an a eFieldbook, and the other working with EduWorks on a Competency Framework
Development (CFD) for both program professionals (educators, agents, specialists, managers,
coordinators, assistants) and project professionals (paid or volunteer consultants). This project helped
WCMER determine see the need for organization professional development as a potential focus for our
work and contributed to creating a scope of work for our next Professional Development Deep Dive
fellow. (WCMER members engaged: CSU, UF, tOSU, MSU, WSU)
Urban Green Infrastructure
Urban flooding, storm-water management, air and water quality, urban heat
islands, public health issues, access to green spaces, and equity and social justice
are all issues facing urban areas. Urban green infrastructure has a role in
addressing all these urban issues. In 2018, the WCMER hosted the Urban Green
Infrastructure summit to connect university researches with city and county
personnel to present research and best practices, and to build a collaborative
network to develop grant proposals and applied research projects. An Urban Green Infrastructure team is
has been developing an NSF proposal to continue this work, supported by a WCMER Deep Dive
Research Fellow. A poster based on this summit won two awards at the National Sustainability Summit +
National Extension Energy Summit. (Universities engaged: MSU, NMSU, OSU, WSU, the NSF proposal
will also engage tOSU, UNR)
Extension as Urban Policy Advisors
The WCMER hosted two Extension as Urban Policy Advisors workshops, one in
Seattle (January 2015) and, by popular demand, one in Sacramento (December
2015). These workshops drew university and community experts from multiple
states to help Extension personnel understand how they can appropriately and
effectively engage in policy work in many areas and at many levels. Later, but
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prior to joining WCMER, Ohio State University used these workshops as a model for developing the
capacity of their own staff and partners. (WCMER members engaged: UAF, UC, CSU, UI, OSU, WSU)
Webinars
To launch its professional development activities, WCMER produced 13
webinars on topics ranging from successful metropolitan Extension models and
innovative urban Extension programming, to competency development for urban
Extension professionals, and co-produced a webinar with the National Urban
Extension leaders. Over 380 Extension professionals from 43 different states
attended the live presentations, and the archived webinars on the WCMER website and have received
over 900 views. (WCMER members presenting: CSU, UF, MSU, tOSU, OSU, WSU)

Scholarship and National Engagement
WCMER has contributed to the national dialogue about urban Extension through peer-reviewed journal
articles and presentations at the national, regional, and state levels. Although faculty from WCMER
member institutions have produced many publications and presentation about urban Extension, the list
below represents the strategic outreach and scholarly efforts of past and present WCMER advisory board
members and fellows to elevate the stature and strength of urban Extension across the country.
Publications
Journal of Human Sciences and Extension special issue on Urban Extension:
 Proden, P. 2017. Forward. Journal of Human Sciences and Extension. 5(2): 126-144.
https://www.jhseonline.com/issue/view/05-02/jhse05-02
 Fox, J. and Peterson, D.J. 2017. Discovering what makes urban Extension unique within the
interdependent urban-rural continuum: Editors’ introduction to the urban Extension-theme issue
of JHSE. Journal of Human Sciences and Extension. 5(2): 1-5.
https://www.jhseonline.com/issue/view/05-02/jhse05-02
 Ruemenapp, M.A. 2017. America’s changing urban landscape: positioning Extension for success.
Journal of Human Sciences and Extension. 5(2): 6-21.
https://www.jhseonline.com/issue/view/05-02/jhse05-02
 Fox, J. 2017. What is unique about Extension personnel in the city? Journal of Human Sciences
and Extension. 5(2): 22-36. https://www.jhseonline.com/issue/view/05-02/jhse05-02
 Gaolach, B., Kern, M., Sanders, C., and Gaffney, M. 2017. Urban extension: Aligning with the
needs of urban audiences through subject-matter centers. Journal of Human Sciences and
Extension. 5(2): 126-144. https://www.jhseonline.com/issue/view/05-02/jhse05-02
 Harder, A., O. Wells. 2017. Tampa Bay Extension agents’ views of urban Extension: Philosophy
and program strategies. Journal of Human Sciences and Extension. 5(2): 55-69.
https://www.jhseonline.com/article/view/709/611
 Soule, K. 2017. Creating inclusive youth programs for LGBTQ+ communities. Journal of Human
Sciences and Extension. 5(2): 103-125. https://www.jhseonline.com/article/view/712/614
Journal of Extension special issue on Innovation
 Gaolach, B, Moncloa, F., Sero, R., Emmons, D., Aitken, M., and Collins, R. 2018. A new
regional model for Extension to reach metropolitan audiences. Journal of Extension. 56(5) Article
5FEA3. Special Issue on Innovation. Available at: https://joe.org/joe/2018september/a3.php.
 Collins, R, and B. Gaolach. 2018. Hot shots, dream teams and setting a national model by
reinventing Extension in urban areas. Journal of Extension. 56(5) Article 5IAW3. Special Issue
on Innovation. Available at: https://joe.org/joe/2018september/iw3.php.
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Gaolach, B, Aitken, M., and Gromko, A. 2018. Disruptive innovation: how Washington State
University is reaching the urban audience. Journal of Extension. 56(5) Article 5FEA2. Available
at: https://joe.org/joe/2018september/a2.php.

Journal of Extension
 Fox, J., Ruemenapp, M.A., Proden, P., and B. Gaolach. 2017. A national framework for urban
Extension. Journal of Extension. 55(2) Article 5FEA2. Available at:
http://www.joe.org/joe/2017october/a2.php
WCMER Project Reports and Publications
 Padowski, J. C., S. Breslow, C. Burgess, S.D. Day, B. Gaolach, E. Kolodziej, T. McHolm, K.
Moffett, C.J. Schell, P.A. Townsend, J. Davison, K. Gardow, C. Horne, and A. Short-Gianotti.
2019. The next urban giants: building resilience and equity into growing megapolitan regions by
greening the urban human-natural system. Report of Sustainable Urban Systems: building
resilience and equity into growing megapolitan regions by greening the urban human-natural
system workshop, July 30- Aug 1, 2019. Available at
https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2158/2019/10/SUS-white-paper-final-Oct-31-2019.pdf.
 Jayakaran, A.D., A. Ramirez, K. Zentz, P.A. Townsend, S.M. Watts, M. Aitken, J.C. Barney, Y.
Rivera Vazquez, R. Williams, and B. Gaolach. 2019. Equitable and inclusive approaches to
engage community- a proposed scope of work. Report of Sustainable Urban Systems: building
resilience and equity into growing megapolitan regions by greening the urban human-natural
system workshop, July 30- Aug 1, 2019 Available
https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2158/2019/10/Education-and-outreach_SOW_Final_Oct31_2019.pdf.
 Anonymous. 2019. The next urban giants: a practical guide to the future of city building. Report
of Sustainable Urban Systems: building resilience and equity into growing megapolitan regions
by greening the urban human-natural system workshop, July 30- Aug 1, 2019. Available at
https://s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/2158/2019/10/Next-Urban-Giants-Greenprint.pdf.
*Authorship was part of large grant team with no attributions given.
National and regional presentations about urban Extension and WCMER
 Gaolach, B. 2018. Direct and indirect intersections of FEWS and urban green infrastructure.
China-US Joint Symposium: Advances in critical needs for the nexus of food, energy, water
systems. Yixing, Jiangsu Province, China, October 24-28, 2018. Invited Presentation.
 Presentations at NUEC17 and NUEC19
 Presentations at JCEP in 2015 and 2016
 Presentations at NACDEP in 2016
 Presentation at the 2016 Western Region Programs Leaders (WRPL) and 2016 Western Regional
Administrators (WRAM) meeting.
 Invited presentations at the 2016 Northeast Regional Urban Extension Conference on the how
and why WCMER was formed.
 Panel presentation at NUEC15 with WEDA directors
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APPLIED RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS / DEEP DIVES

It starts with an issue facing our cities

Progresses with an exploration of the knowledge base and community needs

Expands into a powerful collaborative network of content experts across the region

Culminates in funded applied research projects, scholarship, professional
development opportunities and strengthened connections between land-grant
universities and metropolitan areas.
WCMER Applied Research Fellows undertake Deep Dives to address complex issues facing metropolitan
areas, while providing opportunities for faculty at WCMER platinum member institutions to lead multistate or national projects. Each WCMER Deep Dive is led by a funded WCMER Fellow, a subject matter
expert from a platinum member institution who provides leadership to:
 assess the current state of the issue including the current knowledge base, and the need and
opportunities within metropolitan communities;
 build a collaborative network of other professionals working in the area;
 identify and pursue funding opportunities; and
 help advance the knowledge base of other Extension professionals.
WCMER offers several Deep Dives per year. Each Deep Dive is implemented over a period of
approximately two years, with annual funding based on the Center’s approved budget. The goal of each
Deep Dive is to build a sustainable network which continues to secure funded projects, produce
scholarship and expand Extension’s capacity in metropolitan areas after the fellowship concludes.
How we support Deep Dive Applied Research
To support these Deep Dives, WCMER provides:
 funding to the Fellow to support their deep dive;
 grant support for multi-university projects, including established master agreements with
WCMER member institutions;
 staffing support for workshops, webinars, summits, or other activities associated with the deep
dive; and
 access to metropolitan communities across the nation through connections to WCMER member
institutions and the National Urban Extension Leaders (NUEL) network to help expand the reach
and impact of the Deep Dive.
How to become a WCMER Deep Dive Fellow
An application to propose a Deep Dive Fellowship is on the WCMER website. Additionally, the
WCMER Advisory Board may establish a fellowship based on opportunities to address emerging or
timely issues, and invite faculty, with expertise in that issue, to undertake that fellowship.
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Current and Past Applied Research Fellowships / Deep Dives
The WCMER established Applied Research Fellowships to increase our capacity
to conduct applied research while also trying to leverage synergistic activity
amongst faculty from multiple member institutions. Referred to as Deep Dives,
these fellowships address complex issues with the intention of creating a
collaborative network that culminates in funded applied research projects,
scholarship and professional development activities.













Nigel Pickering (WSU, 2020) Nigel will build on the work of previous fellow, Patricia
Townsend, and reach out to potential urban green infrastructure national partners to develop a
research network, seek funds to promote green infrastructure partnerships, and create durable
products from the 2018 Urban Green Infrastructure Summit.
Ramona Madhosingh-Hector (UF, 2020) Ramona will address urban Extension professional
development by exploring organizational competencies and related professional development for
administrative leadership. She will also focus additional effort on individual competencies and
needs with an emphasis on coordination with other Extension organizations supporting urban
Extension professional development.
Patricia Townsend (WSU, 2018-19). Patricia expanded upon the collaborative network created
at the Urban Green Infrastructure Summit in 2018, disseminate results of the summit through an
award winning poster at the National Sustainability Summit + National Extension Energy
Summit, procured NSF funding to plan and host The Next Urban Giants summit in 2019 which
produced three scholarly products, and began development of a National Science Foundation
Research Coordination Network proposal.
Julie Fox (tOSU, 2017 and 2019). Julie used the WCMER Promising Practices data base to
catalog existing, and find new opportunities for, professional development targeting the necessary
competencies for urban extension professionals. She developed a training program and three
scholarly publications related to this work. In 2019 she led an Urban Extension Professional
Development Summit – which brought together a diverse group of Extension leaders representing
different subject areas, ECOP regions and JCEP organizations to collectively address core
competencies, and identify a series of next steps that provide a realistic pathway toward achieving
a collective urban Extension professional development system. Julie also hosted a Leading Edge
Dialog at the 2019 National Urban Extension Conference titled Staffing: Preparing the urban
Extension workforce, and authored a subsequent white paper (in progress) documenting outcomes
of that discussion.
Jody Norman (CSU, 2017). Jody conducted a review and meta-analysis of the WCMER
Promising Practices Data Base created by the first WCMER Applied Research Fellow in 2016,
for best or promising practices of how Extension professionals are engaged in policy work. An
article for the Journal of Extension about this effort is in process.
Dayna Emmons (WSU, 2017). Working under the direction of Dr. Rebecca Sero (WSU), Dayna
helped establish and conduct elements of the WCMER’s three-pronged evaluation system.
Marie Ruemenapp (MSU, 2016). As the first WCMER Applied Research Fellow, Marie
created the WCMER Promising Practices Data Base through an extensive search of existing
published literature relevant to metropolitan extension. The WCMER Promising Practices Data
Base is available to faculty from member institutions at all membership levels. This work was
presented in several venues and supported Marie’s dissertation work.
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MEMBERSHIP
WESTERN CENTER FOR METROPOLITAN
EXTENSION & RESEARCH
UPDATED MARCH 2020

WESTERN CENTER
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>85% OF AMERICANS
LIVE IN METROPOLITAN
AREAS - COMPLEX,
RAPIDLY CHANGING
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENTS

LEADING THE WAY
TOGETHER.
The Western Center for Metropolitan
Extension and Research (WCMER) is a multiuniversity collaboration established by the
Western Extension Directors Association to
increase the internal capacity of Western
Extension programs to address metropolitan
issues, and to elevate the stature and value
of Cooperative Extension to external

Engage
Advance
Innovate

metropolitan audiences. Institutional
membership in the WCMER has increased
from six founding university Extension
members: (University of Alaska Fairbanks,
University of California, Colorado State
University, University of Idaho, Oregon State
University, and Washington State University)
to 11 in 2019 with the addition of University
of Florida, Michigan State University, New
Mexico State University, University of Nevada
Reno, and The Ohio State University. This
expanded membership has allowed us to
broaden our collaborations and reach, and
engage in new projects that advance the
knowledge base of Extension work in our
metropolitan regions.
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TOOLS and RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES that benefit
your entire organization.

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS
An organizational membership to WCMER

MEMBER BENEFITS

extends benefits to all of your institution’s
faculty and staff (even those without an

Professional development for Extension

Extension appointment). Membership fees

faculty and staff specifically designed to
help them address the needs, issues, and
interests of your metropolitan

are paid on an annual basis.
Platinum Investor Level - $5,000 –

constituency.

institutions have access to the full suite of

Opportunities to engage in applied

benefits: priority registration and discounts

research and funded projects.

for all WCMER activities; ability to initiate,

Access to additional staff capacity to

lead, or participate in exclusive professional

scope, manage, and conduct multi-

development and applied research activities;

disciplinary applied research projects.

opportunity to apply to be a funded WCMER

Access to Project Specialists to increase

Fellow; opportunity to host Center activities;

Extension’s ability to respond quickly to

and membership on the WCMER’s Advisory

emerging issues.

Board.

Support for marketing metropolitan
activities.

Silver Supporter Level - $2,000 –
institutions have access to a limited selection

Annual membership is based on a July 1-June 30
fiscal year. Membership fees are not pro-rated
for either new or up-grading members.

of benefits: discounted registration for all
WCMER events, and the ability to participate
in a selection of WCMER’s professional
development activities and applied research
projects.

WCMER

Brad Gaolach, Center Director
gaolach@wsu.edu
425-405-1734
Learn more
visit http://metroextension.wsu.edu.
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MEMBER BENEFITS
SILVER
$2k

PLATINUM
$5k

CAPACITY BUILDING
WCMER grant and contract development and project support for

X

Applied Research projects

FACULTY OPPORTUNITIES
Invitation to prepare pre- & post- topic-based summits white papers /

X

X

X

X

scholarly products and be a presenter at Workshops and Webinars
Discounted registration fees.
Faculty members may initiate Applied Research projects.
Opportunities for faculty members to participate as a Project

X
X

X

Specialist in Applied Research projects.
Opportunity to apply to be a WCMER Fellow (funded)
Opportunity to author and post blogs on WCMER website.

X
X

X

X

X

MARKETING YOUR STATE'S METROPOLITAN ACTIVITIES
Host a topic-based summit in your state, with logistics support
provided by WCMER
X

Host an Invitational Forum in your state, with logistics support
provided by WCMER.
Webpage for your university featuring metropolitan related content

X

for your state featured on our weibsite.

ACCESS TO WESTERN CENTER RESOURCES
Access to complete WCMER Best Practices literature database

X

X

X

X

(includes PDF files of many citations).
Opportunity to promote local events through the WCMER email list.
A representative on WCMER Advisory Board, which sets priorities for
WCMER activities (e.g. WCMER Fellows, workshops, and invitational
forums).

X

EXTENSION
IN THE URBAN WEST

Introduction

L

and grant universities have the special
responsibility not only to educate and

conduct research, but to engage society and
communities within the states they serve. As we
move into the 21st Century, the model of the

university engaged in addressing societal issues

urban-serving institution. This paper outlines
the elements required for Extension to be successful at programming in urban areas, including the underlying problems that need to be
addressed. The organizational evolution to this
approach will differ depending on local circumstance and state experience.

is as important now as it ever was. This engagement is facilitated by the power to convene.

…The urban Extension programs
of the past offer few lessons for
the development of a new urban
programming model for the West.

As noted at a recent conference on the role of
universities in the future (“Toward a Resilient
Metropolis: The Role of State and Land Grant
Universities in the 21st Century,” Virginia Tech,
2006), this convening power is broad. It may
be used to convene scholars and students in
traditional, professional, or executive education
modes leading to degrees or certificates, or used
simply to expand awareness. It may convene
researchers both directly and through networks,

In Search of an Urban
Extension Model

I

n 2006, the Western Extension Directors
Association (WEDA) tasked the Western

to address issues of concern to federal agencies

Regional Program Leadership Committee

and national institutions. Or it may convene

(WRPLC) to identify the characteristics of the

scholars, professionals, public officials, and

urban West and explore one or more concep-

leaders in government, business, and special

tual models for urban Extension work.

interest groups as part of its outreach function.
Based upon a literature review and survey
In no place is the power to convene more

of the states, the WRPLC concluded that a

important than in the West. Every western

common approach to urban education and

state has at least one urban center, many of

issue analysis does not exist in the West. Most

which are surrounded by vast sparsely popu-

Extension programming in western metropol-

lated “hinterlands.” With that understanding,

itan areas is adapted from rural experiences,

Extension leaders in the West have embarked

not programming developed from an urban

on an initiative to position Extension as an

perspective. Moreover, the federal land grant
Extension in the Urban West—1

system does not include an urban agenda.

for metropolitan Extension programs. What

Since Extension was largely uninvolved in

follows are 1) an examination of the unique

developing the urban-serving institutions

qualities of the urban West and 2) identifica-

that came to prominence in the 1960s and

tion of the elements of an urban Extension

1970s, there are a limited number of urban

model. However, the full model development

Extension programs reflective of urban values

process remains ahead. Similarly, while an ur-

and approaches at these sites. As a result, the

ban research and extension center is proposed,

urban Extension programs of the past offer few

no attempt was made to assess the feasibility

lessons for the development of a new urban

of such a center.

model for the West.
To move towards a new urban Extension model, the Directors tasked the WRPLC to examine
urban issues in the West and articulate best
practices for urban Extension programming.

While urban centers across the
country struggle with revitalization,
cities in the West are challenged by
growth management.

Their charges included:
1. To examine and validate our assumptions
about characteristics and future trends of
the “urban West”;
2. To develop and refine one or more models
of urban Extension; and
3. To explore the feasibility of establishing an

The Urban West

B

eyond having the most densely populated
metropolitan centers, the West is distinctly

different from the other regions in the country. While urban centers across the country

urban research and extension center in the

struggle with revitalization, cities in the West

West to provide the needed research base

are challenged by growth management. This

for urban Extension programs.

conclusion is supported by the recent work of
the Brookings Institution on behalf of the con-

The process started with an invitational meet-

sortium of Urban Serving Universities. Their

ing of regionally recognized Extension educa-

work, and indeed the location of most urban-

tors, urban scholars, and local government per-

serving universities, is centered in the nation’s

sonnel to gather perspectives on urban issues

oldest cities. The report Restoring Prosperity: The

prerequisite to the development of a blueprint

State Role in Revitalizing America’s Older Indus-

for Extension in the urban West. The meet-

trial Cities (Brookings Institution, 2007) con-

ing, held in Las Vegas in January of 2007, was

cludes that “older industrial cities are heavily

designed to initiate discussion on this agenda.

concentrated in the Northeast and Midwest.”

Subsequent review and interaction among
Extension educators and urban scholars have

Over the past five decades, globalization and

added definition to the initial proceedings.

rapid technical change have created challenges
for traditional industrialized U.S. cities. They

This work has confirmed that the concept of

have become trapped in a cycle of decline that

the urban West does serve as a viable organizer

includes, but is not limited to:
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•

The shift from a manufacturing economy

conference participant commented that “Fres-

to a knowledge-based one that has left

no has more in common with New Mexico

many older industrial cities grappling to

than San Francisco.”

find their economic niche.
•

Extreme economic and residential decentralization that has left the poor and
minorities isolated in the urban core, spatially cut off from education and employment opportunities.

•

Sixty-plus years of federal, state, and local

Dealing with issues of
growth versus decline is the
defining difference that sets western
cities apart from their
national cohort.

policies that have largely stacked the deck
against cities, undermining their ability to
attract and retain business and residents

Despite their differences, the commonalities

(Brookings Institution, 2007).

among western urban areas are dominant.
Much of that commonality results from the

The end result is urban decay and loss of

shared sequences of western development and

population. In sharp contrast, western cities

geographic proximity to the Pacific Rim. West-

are concerned with issues of growth.

ern metropolitan areas developed much later
than their cohorts elsewhere, resulting in dif-

Dealing with issues of growth versus decline

ferent characteristics than other regions of the

is a defining difference that sets western cities

country. Western cities were born in the age of

apart from their national cohort. Growth and

the automobile, or as one conferee indicated,

its socioeconomic consequences permeate lo-

“the West was born modern.”

cal politics, social structures, and public policy
formation.

The West has served as the population release
valve for the nation, and remains a frontier in

While western cities share the defining reality

the minds of many. The importance of federal

of rapid expansion, differences do exist among

lands cannot be overstated (for example, 87%

urban areas in the West. There are at least

of the state of Nevada is federally owned).

three sub-regions, which include the coastal

Given the magnitude of federal lands and the

states, the Southwest, and the Rocky Moun-

vast distances in the West, the pattern of de-

tain States. In addition, there are a number

velopment may appear like city-states, where

of mega-regions of great commonality: the

densely populated urban areas emerge like

Cascade Corridor in the Pacific Northwest

islands from a sea of undeveloped, even barren

(Vancouver, BC to the San Francisco Bay Area),

lands. Consequently and perhaps counter to

the Coastal Southwest (uniting Los Angeles,

conventional wisdom, the West is the most

San Diego, Phoenix, and Las Vegas), and the

urbanized region in the country.

Inter-mountain West (including the Boise–Salt
Lake City–Colorado Springs region). During a

Another conferee noted that the West also

discussion of these delineations, a Las Vegas

holds “a disproportional share of high
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amenity landscapes,” which continues to

At the same time, cities are legal creatures of

impact the pace and quality of in-migration.

states, which in the West typically have inter-

In the Seattle–Portland mega-region, youth

ests that transcend those of city subdivisions.

attracted to the relatively inexpensive cost of

Municipal and state interests in the earlier

living, green demographic, and accessible cul-

developed regions of the Northeast and Mid-

ture have contributed to the area’s evolution

west more closely paralleled each other. In the

by creating their own urban magnetism.

West, however, there is often a political divide
between urban and rural interests. Issues of

Consistent with the phenomena of growth,

federal land ownership, agricultural labor,

the urban West is becoming more diverse.

immigration, and property rights are often

People of color are approaching a majority in

viewed differently by rural residents in the vast

many cities, income levels and educational

regions between western cities vis-à-vis their

attainment are increasing, and the poor are

metro counterparts.

being displaced to suburbs while inner city
household size is decreasing. Based on their

Urban Extension programming must take this

views of economic opportunity, the popula-

rich tapestry of diversity and commonalities

tion of 25–34 year olds is growing in urban

into account. The elements for a new urban

areas. This new western melting pot represents

Extension model outlined below were formu-

a comparative advantage for the West in some

lated in response to this reality.

technical fields, yet even with educational
attainment rates higher than the rest of the
United States, urban poverty is also increasing
faster than in other regions.
The rich diversity of people and separation by
great distances produce similar issues for many
cities in the West. They are uniformly con-

The Elements of a Western
Urban Extension Model

A

s evidenced by presentations and 		
exhibits at recent national urban

Extension conferences, there is good

cerned with density, transportation, health,

Extension work being conducted in urban

safety, economic development, income dis-

areas. The effort here is not intended to

tribution, and maintaining a high quality of

show any absence of support for that work.

western life. On a smaller number of variables,

Rather, it is to suggest that from those

emphasis on unique issues such as water qual-

experiences, we can begin to identify the

ity, human rights, or land planning might

elements of a model for urban Extension

dominate in a given metropolitan area.

that will add focus and facilitate the highest
probability of success in the western region.

…Perhaps counter to conventional
wisdom, the West is the most
urbanized region in the country.

Drawing from the literature, Extension
history, and the experience of urban-serving
universities, there appear to be several
elements that others have found integral for
success and sustainability.
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These elements center around the following

center, Extension should be positioned as the

implications for Extension in the urban West:

front door to the university in the city—the

different demographics; issues of growth;

gateway to research and education. As with

recognition that Extension, while unique,

all front doors, it must have curb appeal to be

is only one of many urban actors; and the

considered desirable by the neighborhood.

fact that many land grant universities are
not located in population centers combine

Extension needs to be based in metropoli-

to suggest the need for a new model. After

tan functional areas that may not coincide

studying these issues, the Las Vegas conference

either with political boundaries or academic

participants recommend the following vision

disciplines. Extension may need to develop

statement for urban Extension:

new models of collaboration and community
integration where staff and programs are co-

EXTENSION CONNECTS
UNIVERSITY RESOURCES TO URBAN
AREAS THROUGH HIGH QUALITY APPLIED
RESEARCH, NON-FORMAL EDUCATION,
AND ACCESS TO CREDIT PROGRAMS.
We expect each state, their universities, and
metropolitan areas to identify their own programmatic themes following the convening
process. While we have purposefully avoided
the identification of new urban programs, we
offer several organizational elements as likely
factors in the success of an urban Extension

housed with non-governmental organizations,
existing urban-serving universities, or other
urban agencies.

Progress towards a sustainable
metropolis will require interdisciplinary
approaches formed by scholars
from a broad spectrum of academic
disciplines from the planning and policy
professions moving beyond the lens
of a single discipline.

initiative. These generally revolve around collaboration and partnership, staffing models,
appropriate technology, institutional central-

Urban Extension programs need to be issue-

ity, and financial sustainability.

driven. Urban issues are very complex. Their
analysis and solutions do not conform to
traditional university structures or academic

Extension should be positioned
as the front door to the university
in the city—the gateway to
research and education.

calendars. Contributions and insights from
single disciplines, while important, are not
sufficient to help transform urban society.
Any university response must therefore be
interdisciplinary in nature. Progress towards a
sustainable metropolis will require interdisciplinary approaches formed by scholars from a

Positioning urban Extension as the front

broad spectrum of academic disciplines from

door to the university. In states where the

the planning and policy professions moving

land grant is not located in a metropolitan

beyond the lens of a single discipline.
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The importance of the urban-serving role with-

Advances in technology make information

in the mission of the university is paramount.

from anyplace in the world immediately ac-

Given the realities outlined above, Extension’s

cessible. However, the validity of this informa-

access to the full faculty resources of the uni-

tion is often questionable. The relevance and

versity is essential. Once established, Extension

value of Extension in this context is proac-

can use this expanded capacity to make the

tively confirming what is credible research

case for managing outreach programs through-

and assisting stakeholders in interpreting and

out the regions it serves.

applying research results to local real-world
situations. Each state will need to determine
how to best enable this process within their

Facilitating access to research
should be a key function of any
urban Extension initiative.

infrastructure.
Applied research and engaged scholarship
are integral to urban Extension. Engaged
scholarship has been defined by a number
of groups and individuals. In the report New

Access to university research. One universal

Times Demand New Scholarship II (2007), a

concept in all recent assessments of urban

group of research universities gathered to

stakeholders is their desire to access the re-

renew the civic mission of higher education

search of their land grant university. While the

describe engaged scholarship as “research…

enabling legislation for Cooperative Extension

that partners university scholarly resources

clearly positions the organization at the appli-

with those in the public and private sectors to

cation end of the continuum on the creation

enrich knowledge, address and help solve criti-

and utilization of knowledge, there is no re-

cal societal issues, and contribute to the public

striction on involvement of Extension person-

good.”

nel that should prevent a greater connection
between research and urban issue resolution.

One missing and oft-requested element in the

In fact, this is consistent with the current

metropolitan policy arena is access to univer-

emphasis at the federal level on integrating

sity-based engaged scholarship and applied

research, Extension, and education.

research that can inform decision-making. In
the absence of university engagement, met-

Facilitating access to research should be a key

ropolitan areas must rely on private sector con-

function of any urban Extension initiative.

sultancies for input to policy processes, often

The traditional model has Extension field staff

at higher cost and more uncertain reliability.

bringing the needs of various stakeholders to
the attention of land grant researchers, who

We propose that new urban Extension pro-

investigate the issues and provide research

gramming embrace engaged scholarship and

results to Extension educators to take back to

the use of applied research on topics and issues

stakeholders. Although this model has been

of interest to urban decision-makers, including

effective in the past, today’s stakeholders want

those in local government, the nonprofit sec-

to be more active in the research process.

tor, and community organizations.
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Applied research and engaged scholarship are

tensive utilization of volunteers. To reach the

not new to Extension. How this plays out will

maximum number of end-users in these areas,

be different in various states, with some being

we propose that the target audience be modi-

particularly aggressive in developing an Exten-

fied to include an emphasis on working with

sion-applied research emphasis to nurture the

organizational intermediaries who provide

integration process described above. Cornell

direct service and program delivery.

University, for example, has developed applied
research and Extension councils and program

An important target audience of urban Exten-

work teams, while Kansas State University has

sion programs should be the staffs of organiza-

created a position titled Associate Director of

tions that work with the public. This is often

Extension and Applied Research.

referred to as a “train the trainer” model. The
resulting educational programs will be aimed

Formal adoption of engaged scholarship and

at helping urban-based organizations suc-

applied research as operating principles for

ceed in their work. The end product remains

urban Extension is clearly consistent with

enhancing the public good. Much of the new

the general direction of the federal land grant

training activity can likely be fee-based, con-

system, which defines applied research as find-

tract, or grant funded. This approach provides

ing practical ways to advance new knowledge

the opportunity to use extramural funds to

for the benefit of individuals and society. As

further expand programs and thus further

discussed earlier, applied research and engaged

increase their impact. It is in this manner that

scholarship are highly consistent with the

urban Extension can maximize its impact.

needs of urban jurisdictions and their residents.
Access to degree programs. At the front door

Formal adoption of applied
research…for urban Extension
is clearly consistent with the
general direction of the federal
land grant system.

of the university, urban audiences are looking for access to degree programs. There is not
an urban center in the West without a large
number of underserved, place-bound residents.
Where appropriate, Extension can partner in
the delivery of degree, certificate, credit, and
non-credit programs for these residents. This is
not to suggest that Extension should become

Non-formal education remains a mainstay

a teaching institution, but rather that it pos-

of Extension programming. While non-

sesses the capacity to facilitate the delivery of

formal education is comfortable territory for

degrees as well as non-formal programs.

Extension, it is a very crowded field in most
cities, and one where Extension may not pres-

Over the past decade, many states have ex-

ently enjoy a competitive advantage. Given

panded the role and expectations for Exten-

constrained resources, it is simply not feasible

sion to become a part of their state-wide

within the large population base of metropoli-

strategies for increasing access to post-second-

tan areas to meet the needs of a significant

ary education. A 1998 example from South

portion of the population, even with the ex-

Dakota is illustrative of this type of redesign:
Extension in the Urban West—7

at the same time that the Regents approved

Metropolitan programming needs to involve

a title change from County Extension Agent

collaboration with agencies, other educational

to County Extension Educator, they charged

institutions (including both urban-serving

Extension with expanding “educational op-

universities and land grants), and/or non-

portunities by giving local access to both credit

governmental organizations. As a result,

and non-credit courses.” Other states facilitate

Extension must develop tools and utilize

the delivery of full degree programs at Exten-

evaluation methodologies to assure its con-

sion centers.

tribution to and impact on joint projects are
both understood and recognized.

In states where the land grant university is remote from metropolitan centers, urban-located

A new urban Extension staffing approach.

Extension offices should also be used to create

The new urban Extension program tailored

special opportunities for service learning, ex-

to more applied research activities, engaged

ternships, and internships. Urban-based youth

scholarship, and non-formal education for the

programs could focus on workforce prepara-

staffs of public and community organizations

tion, further education, and training.

will require changes in Extension’s traditional staffing model. Today, in most western
metro Extension offices, the emphasis is on

Extension…possesses the capacity
to facilitate the delivery of degrees
as well as non-formal programs.

a few long-term programs supplemented by
short-term grant-funded projects. Embracing
engaged scholarship, applied research, and a
new approach to non-formal education will
probably reverse this balance, resulting in the
need for more staff with project development

Working through others as a mechanism

and management skills rather than in-depth

for increasing impact. As suggested above,

knowledge of subject content.

there is likely an inverse relationship between
population size and the impacts of a direct

With an emphasis on flexibility and respon-

service model. As Extension shifts from retail

siveness, engaging the public in applied re-

service (a mass audience approach) to whole-

search and contracted non-formal education

sale delivery (working through agencies and

is likely to require fewer full-time, tenured, or

those of influence), new organizational forms

tenure-track faculty. Instead, a project model

and teaching technologies will be required. An

that purchases expertise on an as-needed basis

ever-increasing amount of Extension’s impacts

may be more appropriate.

will be judged on activities conducted through
intermediaries.

Urban Extension staff must reflect the diversity and interests of metropolitan popula-

Because of the political complexity of metro-

tions. New urban Extension educators will

politan regions, care will be required to posi-

increasingly need to be multicultural, mul-

tion university Extension at the appropriate

tilingual, suburban/urban-savvy, and able to

level or domain in local or state government.

relate cross-generationally. New urban Exten-
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sion staff will also need the support, skills,

be significant collaborators and should be cul-

and finances to reach back into the university

tivated as financial partners. Great care must

to obtain needed project expertise as well

be exercised to avoid the alienation of pre-

as into the metropolitan area s/he serves.

existing and valued partners.

Mechanisms must exist within the university
to enable resources from the broad range of

Undoubtedly, extramural grants will play an

academic disciplines to be applied to urban

important role in funding new urban Exten-

and regional issues.

sion activities that are short-term and require
project-specific staff. At the same time, more

Within urban Extension, a lead individual

stable, ongoing funding is needed for long-

should represent the university to the region.

term programs and core staff. A balance is

Such an individual must have sufficient legiti-

needed between these extramural and tradi-

macy in both the university and the region to

tional funding sources.

successfully broker resources between the two
systems.
The Extension educator in this model is a
project developer, communicator, broker, and
information translator, not necessarily just a

County governments…will remain
an important, but not always the
exclusive funding partner.

program manager. S/he will need to be knowledgeable of social/educational processes and
have access to a complete university from
which to draw resources.

New urban Extension educators
will increasingly need to be
multicultural, multilingual,
suburban/urban-savvy, and able to
relate cross-generationally.

An Urban Research and
Extension Center for the West

E

xtension programs are based upon and 		
informed by research. Unfortunately,

research on urban issues is not universally
available to Extension organizations in the
West. To overcome this deficiency, the Las
Vegas conferees suggest developing an urban
research and extension center for the West.

An expanded funding model. A financial

The mission of such a center would focus on

model for future urban Extension programs

the development of interdisciplinary research

will recognize that urban communities are or-

on issues affecting the urban West, with proj-

ganizationally complex. County governments,

ect identification, recruitment of researchers,

traditionally important partners of Extension,

and securing funding for research collabora-

will remain an important, but not always the

tions as important contributions. The research

exclusive funding partner. Non-governmental

would be useful to Extension faculty located

organizations, cities, and philanthropies will

in and providing service to cities, and in turn,
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municipal leaders would be significantly

assemble appropriate resources. County

involved in proposal development, authoriza-

Extension autonomy, if applicable, should

tion, and implementation.

not be negatively impacted by the designation of these urban delivery areas.

An urban research and extension center could
be patterned after the four USDA rural development centers. However, given the present
focus of the USDA on agriculture and rural
communities, it would be unrealistic to expect
financial support from that agency for urban
issues. Instead, start-up support from a national foundation in preparation for an overture to Congress and/or an urban-based federal
agency might be more appropriate.

4. Funding for Extension urban partnerships
should include public and/or private entities in addition to county governments.
5. Programming should be issue/problembased.
6. Urban Extension educators must recognize
that the staffs of nonprofit organizations
and public entities are important audiences.
7. A lead individual (or office) should be
designated to represent the university to

Summary Framework

T

he WRPLC identified the following elements as requisite to the successful imple-

mentation of an urban Extension model. Not
every state or region will be able to employ all

the region. Such an individual (or office)
must have sufficient legitimacy in both
the university and region to successfully
broker resources between the two systems.
8. Stable, ongoing funding is necessary for

10 of these components at inception, but we

long-term, core activities. Extramural

believe that success is more likely with adop-

support may be required for startup and

tion of as many as possible.

specific programs.

1. Mechanisms must exist within land grant

9. A successful urban Extension model must
include staff who not only have relevant

universities to enable resources from the

disciplinary credentials, but also the com-

broad range of academic disciplines to be

petencies needed to effectively work in an

applied to urban and regional issues.

urban environment.

2. Urban Extension programs must reflect

10. Urban program development and admin-

the diversity and interests of metropolitan

istration must remain within the regular

populations, which may differ from other

state Cooperative Extension organization,

areas of each state.

which will continue to provide program

3. Given the arbitrariness of political bound-

oversight. Nothing in the development of

aries, urban Extension delivery areas may

an urban model should be construed to

need to be cross-jurisdictional in order to

suggest a separate management system.
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Caveats, Cautions, and
Closing Comments

N

ot all states will choose, nor will all
urban Extension programming be able to

employ the full range of elements suggested
above. However, to maximize the probability
of being able to “grow the pie” rather than
reallocating among existing resources, we
suggest the largest number of these elements
as possible be implemented.
While the Las Vegas conferees and the writers
of this document embraced the urban challenge as a transformational opportunity for
Extension, everyone understands it will not be
an easy task. With major programmatic shifts
come perceived winners and losers. There
must be strategies to deal with changes in the
urban programming mix and careful advocacy
within the organization and among traditional
partners. Partnership development with other
providers of urban education and research will

One potential barrier is the historical emphasis on tenure appointments in western states.
Tenured county faculty in particular are found
most frequently in the West. This is understood to be a more significant demarcation—
and challenge—in the western region than
elsewhere.
In closing, we want to emphasize that in
order to embrace a new metropolitan model,
Extension need not abandon state-wide
agendas; rather, they must incorporate the
needs of urban areas and understand that
those needs often differ from the other
areas they serve. In this way, the growth
management issues of Portland and Las
Vegas may be viewed as similar in a way
that the environmental agenda of Oregon
and development agenda of Nevada might
not. It is this conceptualization that will
allow Extension in the West to successfully
implement an urban model.

also help to overcome actual and perceived
barriers.
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The West is urban

The American West is a region marked by large metropolitan cities surrounded by vast rural areas. Most
Western states have large metropolitan populations, 1 of which nine states have 80+% of their residents
in metropolitan areas and four of these nine states have over 90% of their populations residing in urban
centers (2010 U.S. Census). Western cities are distinctly different from their national cohort. These cities
arose in the age of the automobile, and therefore to some extent Western cities were ‘born modern’. 2
While metropolitan centers across the country struggle with revitalization, it is growth management that
challenges cities in the West.3

Extension must embrace this reality

Most Extension programming in Western metropolitan areas is adapted from rural experiences,
not programming developed from an urban perspective. Moreover, the federal land-grant
system does not include an urban agenda. As a result, the urban Extension programs of the past
offer few lessons for the development of a new urban model for the West.4

To remain relevant in metropolitan areas, land-grant university based Extension programs need to
embrace this reality when deciding which programs they support, how these programs are delivered,
and what the composition of their staff should be. Strong Extension programs are informed by research
and based upon best practices. Unfortunately, there is little to no research on best practices for
university outreach or faculty development to guide Extension organizations in the West.
To overcome this deficiency the WEDA Urban Task Group proposes to establish a Western Center for
Metropolitan Extension and Research (Center). This regional Center will: a) increase the internal
capacity of Western Extension programs to address metropolitan issues, and b) elevate the stature and
value of Cooperative Extension to external metropolitan audiences. The proposed Center is based on a
three-year start-up plan and is comprised of a small core staff and an advisory board (see Figure 1). The
overarching goal of the Center will be to help Extension better align programs with the needs, issues and
interests of their metropolitan constituency.

A Regional Center to help us meet our future

The Center will operate under the guidance of the Western Extension Directors Association (WEDA). As
such, WEDA will appoint an Advisory Board and designate a State Extension Director as the Association’s
1

The terms “urban” and “metropolitan” are used interchangeably in this document. However, the authors
selected the term “metropolitan” for the name of the Center, since “urban” is often associated by the media with
negative issues affecting populations of color.

2,3,4

“Extension in the Urban West,” Western Extension Directors Association, 2008.

liaison (see Figure 1). The eventual size of the Center will depend on the activities that drive its growth.
It is important that the operations of the Center be both flexible and nimble so that the Center can
adapt to evolving conditions and influences in metropolitan areas.

Figure 1. Organizational chart for the start-up and fully operational phases of the proposed Center

The Center will work on two major foci: applied research on issues and best Extension practices and
professional development for Extension educators. Operationally, the Center’s activities will integrate
these two core functions such that the applied research, whether it is on best practices, new
organizational models, or emerging metropolitan issues, will inform the professional development
activities the Center will lead. The basic approach to Center projects is shown in Figure 2 whereby
addressing a specific issue (e.g. waste water management) can achieve scholarship outputs and
outcomes which then would lead to professional development outputs and outcomes.
The Center will be hosted by a Western Extension program chosen by WEDA. Washington State
University Extension has offered to host the Center during its initial start-up phase and will provide a
part-time Center Director and support staff. WEDA members will also support the Center’s activities
through contributed staff, with mutually agreed upon effort, activities, and outcomes. The Extension
Director from the host institution and the WEDA liaison will jointly conduct performance evaluations for
Center staff. The Center will promote equity and inclusion of diverse stakeholders.
2

The Western Center for Metropolitan Extension and Research

Jan, 2014
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of how Center projects are developed and how applied research supports professional development
activities and impacts.

Applied Research

In 2006, WEDA tasked the Western Regional Program Leadership Committee (WRPLC) to identify the
characteristics of the metropolitan West and explore one or more conceptual models for metropolitan
Extension work. Based upon a literature review and an informal survey of state Extension programs, the
WRPLC concluded:
• A common approach to metropolitan Extension education and issue analysis does not exist in
the West.
• In fact, woefully little has been published on metropolitan Extension models or how to
operationalize them. 1
To overcome this deficiency, the proposed Center will have a two-pronged research agenda:
1. Identify best practices and organizational models for metropolitan Extension. Applied research
on effective metropolitan organizational and staffing models and best practices in metropolitan
program development, delivery, and evaluation will increase the opportunity for Extension
professionals to be visible and valued partners who inform and address local concerns.
2. Exploration of emerging metropolitan issues where land-grant universities can contribute to
decision making and policy development. Metropolitan issues are complex, impact multiple
entities, and are often politically influenced. Objective research and recommendations will
provide communities with a basis for informed decision-making. Initial identification of
emerging metropolitan issues will be done by the Center’s advisory board in cooperation with
metropolitan decision-makers from the public, non-profit and private sectors. In addition, the
Center will periodically query Extension educators in the West and others using on-line surveys,
focus groups and other means to refine issues and approaches.

1

“Extension in the Urban West,” Western Extension Directors Association, 2008.
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The Center will apply the following criteria to select projects or topics for research and development:
• the significance of the issue across Western States;
• decision-makers’ stated readiness to address the issue and to use research based information in
the process;
• the potential for Extension and the land-grant university system to add value to the project, and
• the possibility that the project may attract outside funding resources.
Most often, the Center’s applied research will be undertaken by transdisciplinary teams 1 of experts
drawn from Extension programs in the West. As such, the staffs’ role will be to:
• identify the research scope of work and appropriate team composition/members;
• support these teams in their work;
• help obtain sufficient extramural funding to underwrite the research; and
• assure the quality and timeliness of the team’s research products.
Within each research project, the Center will also identify potential responses or next steps that
individual Extension programs can take to advance the issue under study or to share the outcomes.
These responses could range from development of potential new programs to professional development
opportunities for Extension staff to policy briefs used to inform local, state or regional policy and
decision-making.

Professional development for Extension educators

Extension faculty and staff working in Western metropolitan areas need a unique combination of
knowledge, skills and attitudes to address the needs of metropolitan constituents, including: 2
• project development and management skills;
• multicultural, multilingual capabilities;
• ability to work through intermediary organizations;
• ability to relate cross-generationally, especially with 25-34 year olds; and
• ability to evaluate program impacts within the context of multi-stakeholder collaborations
To assist metropolitan extension educators acquire these abilities and skills, the Center will facilitate the
following range of professional development activities 3.
Webinars (year 1)
Webinars will take a holistic approach. For example, if the issue were metropolitan food systems, the
webinar would address how various Extension expertise such as agriculture/ horticulture, youth
development, community economic development, and nutrition play a role in catalyzing and sustaining
the food system and individual components. Webinars could be offered quarterly, recorded, and
archived on the Center’s webpage. By engaging in these conversations, metropolitan Extension
professional groups may emerge.

1

The Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis defines Transdisciplinary research as, essentially, team science. In a
transdisciplinary research endeavor, scientists contribute their unique expertise but work entirely outside their own discipline.
They strive to understand the complexities of the whole project, rather than one part of it. Transdisciplinary research allows
investigators to transcend their own disciplines to inform one another’s work, capture complexity, and create new intellectual
spaces. http://www.obesity-cancer.wustl.edu/en/About/What-Is-Transdisciplinary-Research
2
“Extension in the Urban West,” Western Extension Directors Association, 2008.
3
Following each professional development activity is the year the Center will provide this service.
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Staff exchange (year 1)
One-to-one learning remains a powerful tool. As such, staff exchanges will allow Extension faculty to
observe and understand successful metropolitan Extension programs and operational models first hand,
thereby gaining relevant knowledge and skills. These exchanges would be coordinated by each state as
appropriate.
Build on WELD (year 2)
The Western Extension Leadership Development (WELD) program seeks to strengthen the leadership
skills of Extension faculty. An extra day of specialized metropolitan training could be added to one of
their in-person meetings. Additionally, the required projects, which all participants must complete,
could include a staff exchange with an established metropolitan program.
Western Metropolitan Conference (years 3-5)
Center supported conferences will be single-issue focused. The Advisory Board will determine the topic
for each conference. These conferences will catalyze thought and action around the issue. Prior to a
conference, the Center will convene a ‘think tank’ to develop background policy papers related to the
conference topic. The conferences will bring together applied researchers, outreach / engagement
professionals, and decision makers to further analyze the issue and initiate action. Post-conference
session could focus on identifying potential responses or next steps that Extension might take to
advance the issue.
Metropolitan extension agent core competencies (on-going)
Currently several groups are discussing an approach to catalog the skills and expertise of metropolitan
faculty. The Center will participate in these activities and draw from its own research with the goals of:
• identifying a core set of competencies for metropolitan extension professionals;
• guiding the professional development activities of the Center;
• supporting the training needs of Extension faculty and staff to attain these core competencies;
and
• providing model language for position descriptions and job searches.

Center budget and timeline

To ensure success, it is important that the capacity of the Center and its infrastructure be adequately
capitalized. In the beginning, WEDA members will be asked to support the Center’s operations through
new or repurposed funds. While modest ongoing funding is suggested, the long-term approach to
Center funding will be to acquire new federal, private, and foundation dollars and Center grants and
contracts. The number of Center staff and the nature of their responsibilities will be periodically
evaluated to ensure that the Center is right-sized and remains flexible to address current issues.

Timeline for Implementation

Upon WEDA approval, startup activities would proceed according to the following timeline:
Year 1
• Identify initial Center research and professional priorities
• Create a website and establish a repository of relevant information
• Develop webinars and staff exchanges
• Center guiding documents, policies, and procedures developed
• Initial Center infrastructure and communication systems in place
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Year 2
• External funding development groundwork in place
• Expansion of Center services
• Determine feasibility of incorporating a metropolitan component to WELD
• Finalize host state (designated by WEDA) and transition Center operations
Years 3-5
• Issue-based metropolitan conference hosted in the West
• Endowment funding in place
• Center operations costs substantially offset by grants and contracts
• Nationally recognized for work transforming Extension practices in the West
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